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DOLBEAULT HOMOTOPY THEORY

BY

JOSEPH NEISENDORFER AND LAURENCE TAYLOR1

Abstract. For complex manifolds, we define "complex homotopy groups"

in terms of the Dolbeault complex. Many theorems of classical homotopy

theory are reflected in the properties of complex homotopy groups. Analytic

fibre bundles yield long exact sequences of complex homotopy groups and

various Hurewicz theorems relate complex homotopy groups to the

Dolbeault cohomology. In a more analytic vein, the classical Fröhlicher

spectral sequence has a complex homotopy analogue.

We compute these complex homotopy invariants for such examples as

Calabi-Eckmann manifolds, Stein manifolds, and complete intersections.

1. Introduction. Sullivan [15] has shown that the de Rham complex of a

manifold determines all of the real homotopy invariants. The underlying

theme of this paper is to define, for complex manifolds, "complex homotopy

invariants" using the Dolbeault complex. This is not an empty exercise. The

resulting theory can be used in two ways. Just as ordinary homotopy theory

aids in the computation of cohomology, Dolbeault homotopy can be used to

help calculate Dolbeault cohomology. As an example, we completely analyze

the Calabi-Eckmann manifolds without the use of spectral sequences. In the

other direction, there is a relationship between Dolbeault homotopy and

ordinary homotopy. In nice cases, such as Kahler manifolds, given

information about the Dolbeault homotopy, we can prove results about real,

rational, and even integral homotopy. For example, the rank of the integral

Hurewicz homomorphism in odd dimensions is even for a compact Kahler

manifold. Even though this latter sort of theorem can be proved using the

theory in [6] (after passing to the complex numbers), we feel that they occur

more naturally in our formalism.

We begin the real work of this paper in §2 by defining Dolbeault

cohomotopy groups from the Dolbeault complex in a manner reminiscent of

Sullivan's definition of de Rham cohomotopy groups. The Dolbeault

cohomotopy groups, like the Dolbeault cohomology groups, are bigraded.
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They are a bit peculiar in that, while the total degree is positive, the second

coordinate of the bidegree may be arbitrarily small negative.

Sullivan's theory is really a homotopy theory for differential graded

algebras such as the de Rham complex. The Dolbeault complex is bigraded,

so we develop an analogous theory for differential bigraded algebras.

Actually, we make a few changes of notation and proceed to let the paper of

Bousfield and Gugenheim [3] bear the brunt of the work.

The Dolbeault complex and the de Rham complex are naturally related.

This fact will enable us to pass back through Sullivan's theory and obtain

honest homotopy information about complex manifolds.

Fröhlicher [8] constructed a spectral sequence from the Dolbeault

cohomology to the de Rham. We get a similar spectral sequence for

cohomotopy if the complex manifold has no nonconstant holomorphic

functions.

When the complex manifold has nonconstant holomorphic functions, there

can be no Fröhlicher spectral sequence for cohomotopy. We illustrate this by

computing the Dolbeault cohomotopy groups of an arbitrary Stein manifold.

Just as ordinary homotopy behaves well with respect to fibrations,

Dolbeault cohomotopy behaves well with respect to analytic fibre spaces with

some annoying technical restrictions. Spectral sequences also play an impor-

tant part in the ordinary theory of fibrations. As a consequence of Borel's

Serre spectral sequence for Dolbeault cohomology, we derive an Eilenberg-

Moore type spectral sequence.

An important subset of Dolbeault complex is the set of forms of type (p, 0)

for which 3=0, the holomorphic/»-forms. An even more important subset for

us is the set of all forms of type (0, q). We will, by abuse of the English

language, refer to these as antiholomorphic q-foxms. The importance of the

antiholomorphic forms is related to the fact that they form a differential,

bigraded, subalgebra retract of the Dolbeault complex.

The bigraded structure on our complexes allows for Hurewicz theorems

which are stronger than the ones for de Rham theory. In particular, we prove

a strong antiholomorphic Hurewicz theory (Theorem 5) and somewhat

weaker holomorphic and sweep Hurewicz theorems (Theorems 6 and 7).

When the complex manifold has no nonconstant holomorphic functions,

Dolbeault cohomotopy has the additional structure of a Whitehead

coalgebra, just as the de Rham cohomotopy does. The dual of a Whitehead

coalgebra is, of course, a Whitehead algebra (under a finiteness condition).

This beasty looks much like a graded Lie algebra. Formally they are related

by regrading and changing the sign by (— 1) to the degree of the first factor

[22, formula 4.5].

One use of this theory is to the study of Kahler manifolds. Deligne,

Griffiths, Morgan, and Sullivan [6] have shown that the ¿¿/Memma (or its
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equivalent, the 33-lemma) forces the real homotopy type of a Kahler mani-

fold from knowledge of its de Rham cohomology ring. Of course, using their

results and techniques we can prove that the "complex homotopy type" of a

Kahler manifold is a formal consequence of its Dolbeault cohomology ring.

One example of this is Theorem 10 where we show that the complex

homotopy type of a pull-back of analytic fibre bundles

Ex     -*    E

i i

Bx     -»    B

is just B(H*, *(BX), H*, *(B), H*, *(E)) (the two-sided bar construction on

the Dolbeault cohomology rings) where E, B, and Bx are Kahler.

Another example of the use of formality is Theorem 11, where we prove

that the antiholomorphic cohomotopy is a formal consequence of the anti-

holomorphic cohomology, and that the holomorphic cohomology generates

what we call a formal fan in cohomotopy.

For compact Kahler manifolds, there is a "Hodge decomposition" of real

homotopy type tensored with C. We can use this and Theorem 11 to show the

existence of huge free integral Whitehead algebras in the ordinary homotopy

of complete intersections.

A more subtle use of the Hodge decomposition enables us to give an

elementary computation of the rational homotopy groups of complete inter-

sections (Theorem 14).

2. Basic definitions and formality. Throughout, M" is a complex manifold of

complex dimension n.

&PMq is the space of complex valued differential forms of type (p, q) on M.

S£* = © S" for all/» > 0, q > 0. &M = ®p+q.r &tf and S£ = 0 S'„
for all r.

We define a differential bigraded algebra (DBA) to be a bigraded

commutative algebra over C with a differential of type (0, 1) which is a

derivation, i.e. 3 (ab) = (da)b + (— l)degaa(36) where deg a is the total degree

of a. We further require that it be augmented over C. We have the category of

DBA's by requiring the maps to be bidegree preserving algebra maps which

commute with the differential. There is also a category of DGA's, augmented,

differential graded commutative algebras. We finally stipulate that DBA's

have nonnegative total degree and that DGA's have nonnegative degree.

Now &Xi* with the 3 differential is a DBA. Its cohomology, denoted

H**(M), is the classical Dolbeault cohomology [10], [21]. Sfo* is augmented

by choosing a point p in M and evaluating the C °° complex valued functions

at/». Since these functions are &0^, this augments &%}*. This makes complex

homotopy theory depend on the choice of basepoint, as it should. Clearly, &£
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with the d differential is a DGA. Its cohomology is denoted H*(M) and is the

classical cohomology of M with complex coefficients.

&M* has another differential, 3, of type (1,0). We define a BBA

(bidifferential, bigraded algebra) to be a DBA with another differential 3 of

type (1,0). We further require that 3 is a derivation and that 33= —33.

When we speak of the cohomology of a BBA we are always speaking of

cohomology (homology actually) with respect to the 3 differential, which we

often speak of as the distinguished differential. S£* is a BBA.

Given two BBA's, DBA's, or DGA's and a map between them, we say that

the map is a weak equivalence if it induces an isomorphism in cohomology. A

BBA map must commute with the 3 differential, but, to be a weak equiva-

lence, need only induce an isomorphism in 3 cohomology.

In Sullivan's theory, the basic building blocks are the minimal models [6].

Bousfield and Gugenheim [3] produce a more functorial theory using

cofibrant models. We define a cofibrant DBA as follows. é£ is cofibrant if

given any map of DBA's g: % —> 6 which is both a surjection and a weak

equivalence, and given any map f:&—>Q (of DBA's of course), then there

exists h: & -» % such that g ° h = f. A cofibrant model for a DBA, ÖD, is a

cofibrant DBA, "DU, and a weak equivalence g: <D\L-*G¡).

By Q (&) we mean the indécomposables of the DGA (DBA or BBA) &.

Alternatively, if c$ denotes _the kernelof the augmentation, Q(&) is the

cokernel of the product map â <8> & -^ È. Q(&) is a graded (bigraded) vector

space with a differential.

Now let 6E be a DBA. ir*'*(&) is defined as follows. Pick a cofibrant model,

9H, for &, and let «*•*(&) = H*-*(Q(%)). In §3 we will show that **•*(&)

is defined (9!L exists) and even that tr*'*(&) is well defined and functional. If

& is only a DGA, it*(&) is defined similarly, and the cohomotopy of a BBA

is obtained by forgetting the extra differential.

The Dolbeault cohomotopy groups of M are the groups n*'*(&ti*, 3),

which we denote 7r**(M). Note that S^* as an augmented algebra depends

on the base point. If M has no nonconstant holomorphic functions, for

example, if M is compact, connected, then H°'°(M) = C and it can be seen

that tt*'*(M) depends on the basepoint only up to (unnatural) isomorphism.

In any case, we suppress the basepoint in our notation.

The de Rham cohomotopy groups of M, rr*(M), are the groups it*(fz>%¡> d).

We have Hurewicz maps Hp'1(M)^>itp''>(M) and Hp(M) -> irp(M). In §5,

we will give both ir*'*(M) and tr*(M) the structure of graded Whitehead

coalgebras, provided that H00(M) = C, respectively, H°(M) = C.

We now give three simple examples.

Example. On p. 251 of [6], a minimal model for P" (complex projective n

space) is constructed. Their answer is S(x,y), where S denotes the free

commutative algebra on x a.ndy with dim x = 2 and dy = xn+l. They work
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over the reals but it is clear that the complex valued de Rham forms have the

same minimal model. Since P" is Kahler, 0, Hp-rr(P") = HP(P"). Hence

a minimal model (which is cofibrant) for the Dolbeault complex is S(x,y)

where x has bidegree (1,1) and dy = x"+1. From this it is easy to read off the

complete structure of the Whitehead coalgebra.

Example. The 2n torus, T2n, is also Kahler. A minimal model is obtained

by taking the exterior algebra on 2n generators, n of which have bidegree

(0, 1) and n of which have bidegree (1, 0). 3is simply the zero map.

In both of these examples, the important facts are that the manifolds are

Kahler and that their cohomology rings are particularly nice. Hence any

other complex structure on these manifolds which is Kahler yields the same

computations.

Example. Complex «-space, C, is Stein and H**(C) = H*-°(C) = the

algebra of holomorphic forms. There is an inclusion H*'°(C) —> &£* and, in

fact, H*-°(C") with 3 = 0 is a cofibrant model. As an algebra over H°-°(C) =

0e = the ring of holomorphic functions, H*'°(C) is the exterior algebra

generated by dzx, . . . , dzn. If we choose the origin as basepoint, we find that

7r0'0_andjr10 are the only nonzero Dolbeault cohomotopy groups and 7r0,0(C)

= 0cn/6c" = the complex vector space generated by z,, . . ., zn with trl'°(C)

= the complex vector space generated by dzx, ..., dz„.

The important fact about this last example is that C is Stein. In §4, we will

provide a complete justification for this example.

It is possible to extend the above definitions to the relative case. To wit, let

M be a complex manifold and A a closed analytic submanifold. The map i* :

g *-*(M) -> S *'*(A) is surjective and we set S *-*(M, A) = C® ker i*.

& *(M, A) is defined in a similar manner and it is an easy consequence of

Sullivan's theory [6] that S *(M, A) represents the "complex homotopy type"

of M/A. We define <rr*'*(M/A) = tr*'*(&*-*(M, A)) and -n*(M/A) =

ir*(& *(M, A)).

A DGA, DBA, or BBA, say (£, is formal iff there exists a cofibrant algebra

with maps (in our category) % -> â and % -» H*(â) (or #*•*(££)) which are

weak equivalences. Cohomology is given the zero differential. Instead of

saying that an algebra is formal, we sometimes say (following [6]) that the

cohomotopy is a formal consequence of the cohomology.

A BBA, &, is 3-degenerate iff there exists a BBA, "Dit, such that

(1) the extra differential in 911 is identically zero,

(2) there is a map of BBA's 9H -> &,

(3) 9H is a cofibrant model for S as a DBA.

A BBA is strictly formal if it is 3-degenerate and formal.

A manifold M is de Rham formal iff &%, is a formal DGA. M is Dolbeault

formal iff S^* is formal, and M is strictly formal iff &%* is strictly formal. It
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is easy to prove that strictly formal implies de Rham formal as well as

Dolbeault formal.

In §3, we will compute minimal DBA models for Stein manifolds. Stein

manifolds are Dolbeault formal, but not in general de Rham formal. The

Calabi-Eckmann manifolds Muv of §4 are all Dolbeault formal, and the Muv

are strictly formal. The Muv with u > 0 are easily seen not to be 3-

degenerate.

An important class of examples of strictly formal manifolds are the

compact Kahler manifolds, which we will discuss in §6.

3. The Fröhlicher spectral sequence. A closed model category is given

whenever specified classes of morphisms, called weak equivalences,

fibrations, and cofibrations, respectively, satisfy the axioms CM2 to CM5

given by Quillen [17]. We make DGA's, DBA's, and homologically connected

BBA's (H0,0 = C) into closed model categories by specifying that weak

equivalences are d, 3, and 3 cohomology isomorphisms, respectively,

fibrations are surjective maps, and cofibrations A —» B are characterized by

the lifting property

A     -+    D

4 I
B    ->     C

whenever D —* C is a fibration and a weak equivalence. Notice that cofibrant

DGA's, DBA's, or BBA's, &, defined in §2, are exactly those & such that

C -» & is a cofibration.

Bousfield and Gugenheim [3] have shown that the category of DGA's is a

closed model category. Exactly the same argument works for the category of

DBA's and only minor variations are required to prove it for homologically

connected BBA's. We leave this transcription as an exercise to the reader.

However, we shall show below how to construct cofibrant models. This

construction will illustrate why we restrict attention to homologically

connected BBA's.

The natural functors F, which forgets the extra differential 3 of a BBA to

give a DBA, and A, which amalgamates bidegree into total degree, give

faithful embeddings of the two closed model categories, DBA's and homo-

logically connected BBA's, into the closed model category of DGA's. By this,

we mean that weak equivalences, fibrations, and cofibrations are all preser-

ved. It follows from these observations that there are no results in §§4, 5, 6, or

7 of [3], proved for DGA's, which do not remain valid for DBA's and

homologically connected BBA's. Results in [3] (notably 6.4 and 6.13) prove

that our definition of the cohomotopy of a DBA is well-defined and

functorial.
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If & is any DGA (respectively, DBA) concentrated in degree zero (respec-

tively, total degree zero), then & is easily seen to be cofibrant. The analogous

result is not true for BBA's (but C is always cofibrant, even when regarded as

a BBA). It is for this reason that we restrict attention to homologically

connected BBA's.

If & is a DGA (DBA) and xa is a set of generators with nonnegative degree

(respectively, total degree), then an elementary extension of & is % = & ®

®a S(xa) where the differential on % extends that of & and dxa E & (resp.

dxa E &). If & is a BBA, this is modified to & ® <g)a S(xa,ya) where

dxa = ya and dxa E &. It is clear that an elementary extension of BBA's is an

elementary extension of DBA's when we forget the 3 differential.

If xa is a set of cocycles in degree 0 in a DGA or DBA &, then & modulo

the ideal generated by the xa's is called an elementary contraction of &.

Bousfield and Gugenheim [3] show that, if £ is a cofibrant DGA, DBA, or

BBA, any elementary extension of â is cofibrant. If & is a cofibrant DGA or

DBA, then any elementary contraction of & is cofibrant.

If S is a homologically connected DGA (DBA, BBA), a cofibrant model

for & can be built by successive elementary extensions starting from C. If &

is any DGA (or DBA), a cofibrant model for & can be constructed by

successive elementary extensions and contractions starting from H°(&) (resp.

H0ß(&)) [3].

Our first theorem is the cohomotopy analogue of a spectral sequence of

Fröhlicher [8].

Theorem 1. Given M, a connected complex manifold with no nonconstant

holomorphic functions, there exists a spectral sequence, natural with respect to

analytic maps, whose Ex term is irp,q(M); whose dr has type (r, 1 — r); and

which abuts to irp+q(M).

Remarks. Actual convergence is a bit tricky since irp+q, unlike Hpq, can

have arbitrarily small negative c/'s. But strong convergence is clearly the case

if, in addition, H0'1 = H10 = 0. In fact, it follows from Theorem 6 in §6 that

H10 = 0 is sufficient for convergence. The Hurewicz map takes the

cohomology Fröhlicher spectral sequence to the cohomotopy analogue. We

tend to refer to both of these spectral sequences as the Fröhlicher spectral

sequence. In both spectral sequences, dx is induced by 3. The cohomotopy

spectral sequence is a spectral sequence of Whitehead coalgebras. (See §6.)

Proof. Choose a cofibrant BBA model % for S£*. This automatically a

DBA model when we forget the 3 differential. The hypothesis of no

nonconstant holomorphic functions is that H0,0(M) = C.

Following Fröhlicher we define a filtration on % whose klh term contains

all elements in W,q with p > k. This induces a filtration on Q(^>). These

filtrations on % and Q (Í& ) are compatible with the differential d = 3 + 3 on
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ÇB and the induced differential on Q (% ), respectively.

The map from ÇB to &%¡* maps the spectral sequence for % to the classical

Fröhlicher spectral sequence. Since % is a DBA model, this map is an

isomorphism on the Ex terms. Hence, H*(%, d) -» H*(M) is an isomorphism

and ® is a DGA model for &£,.

It follows that H*(Q(%), d) is the de Rham cohomotopy. The spectral

sequence coming from the filtration on Q (ÍB ) abuts to this and its Ex term is

the Dolbeault cohomotopy. Naturality of this spectral sequence follows from

homotopy naturality [3] of the choice of %. The compatibility with the

Hurewicz map comes from the map % -* Q (% ).   □

Remark. In §4, we show, with the example of Stein manifolds, that there is

no possibility of a cohomotopy Fröhlicher spectral sequence without the

hypothesis of no nonconstant holomorphic functions.

Remark. It is obvious that a 3-degenerate manifold has Ex = Ex in both

the cohomology and cohomotopy Fröhlicher spectral sequences.

Theorem 1 admits a generalization. We say that & is a filtered DGA if

there is a decreasing sequence of differential submodules F"& with F°& =

A, rC=0 F"& = 0, and F"& ■ Fm& contained in Fn+m&.

Proposition 1. Let & be a filtered DGA with a filtration that is finite in each

degree. If E0& is the associated DBA and if H0,0(E0&) = C, then there is a

spectral sequence whose Ex term is tt*'*(Eq&) and whose abutment is it*(&). If

in addition, H1'0 = H0'1 = 0, then this spectral sequence converges.

Proof. We shall construct a filtered DGA % and a map % -* & of filtered

DGA's such that Eq% is a cofibrant DBA model for EqÍE. After this, the rest

of the proof is identical to the proof of Theorem 1 and will be omitted. The

filtration on Q (% ) induces the spectral sequence.

The construction of % goes as follows. Suppose we have constructed a

cofibrant filtered DGA, <&{p-q), and a map <$>(p-q) -^ & such that

Hrs(E0%(p-q))-+Hr's(E0â) is an isomorphism for all r + s < p + q and

r + s = p + q, r < p, and a monomorphism for (r, s) = (/», q). Let xa be a

set of elements in Fpt3,p+q which represent a basis for coker Hp'q -» Hpq. Let

ya, za be elements in one-to-one correspondence with xa where degree .ya = p

+ q, degree za = /» + q - 1 and filtration ya = p, filtration za = p + 1. Let

dya = za and form an elementary extension %\p-q) = %(p'q) ® S(ya, za). If we

multiplicatively extend the filtration to <S>\p'q\ then there is an extension to a

filtration preserving map %\p-q) -> & with^ —> xa, za —> dxa.

Now let aß be a set of representatives for a basis of ker Hp+hq~\E0ßx(p-q))

-» Hp+Uq~1(E0&). Let bß, cß be elements in one-to-one correspondence with

aß where degree bß = p + q + 1, degree cß = p + q and filtration bß = p +

2, filtration c0 = p + 1. Let dbß = daß, dcß = aß - bß and form t$>p+hq~l =
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%(P'i) 0 s (bß, Cß) with the obvious filtration. If we map Cß —» yß and bß -»

(image aß) — dyß, where (image aß) = dyß modulo Fp+2â, we get a filtration

preserving extension to %p+l-q~1 -> &.

We set

6g-l,« + 2 aUm  c$p,n-p      and      6g   =lim   (%-U

Then $ -» 6E is the required model. If the filtration is finite in each degree

and H1'0 = Ff0'1 = 0, then ® has a filtration which is finite in each degree.

Clearly, the spectral sequence will converge.   □

Remark. The spectral sequence in Proposition 1 is a spectral sequence of

Whitehead coalgebras. (See §6.)

4. The cohomotopy of Stein manifolds. In this section, we will compute the

Dolbeault cohomotopy groups 7r**(M) when M is a Stein manifold of

complex dimension n.

Theorem 2. If M is a Stein manifold, then a cofibrant DBA model for S^* is

given by H*'°(M), the algebra of holomorphic forms, with 3=0.

Proof. By Cartan's Theorem B, [10], the inclusion H*-°(M) -> S£* is a

weak equivalence. Hence, it suffices to show that H*'° is a cofibrant DBA.

Since M is Stein, M can be analytically embedded as a closed submanifold

of C2n+1 [10]. Hence, the cotangent bundle t of M has an analytic comple-

ment v.

It follows that H U0(M), the sections of t, is a projective H°'°(M) module.

In fact, H*'°(M) is the exterior algebra, over the ring H0,0(M), on the module

Hl0(M). To see this, notice that H*fi(M) = T(A*t), the space of sections of

the exterior powers of t. But T(A*t) is a retract of

T(A*(t 0 v)) = AHo,oiM)[dzx, ..., dz2n + x],

the exterior algebra generated by the restrictions of the canonical one forms.

It follows that H*'°(M) is an exterior algebra on HXfí(M) and also that

H*°(M) is cofibrant, since it is a retract of a cofibrant DBA.   □

We can now compute the groups tt*-*(M) when M is a Stein manifold. Pick

a point p in M and let 0 = H0,0(M), the ideal of holomorphic functions

which vanish at /». Then ir°\M) =0/0-0 and wl'°(M) = Hl'°(M)/6 ■

H X'°(M). All other Dolbeault cohomotopy groups of M are zero!

Proposition 2. If M is a Stein manifold of dimension n, then 7r°'°(M) and

7Tl,0(M) are n dimensional complex vector spaces.

Proof. M can be embedded as a closed analytic subvariety of some C+k

and we can assume that 0 is the basepoint in M and dzx, . . . , dzn span the

cotangent bundle of M at 0. We can find holomorphic functions/,, . . . ,fk

defined onC"+t and vanishing on all of M such that/, = • • • = fk = 0 are
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defining equations for M in a neighborhood of 0 [10]. If we replace/,, . . . ,fk

by suitable linear combinations, we can assume that dfi = dzn+i at 0. Hence,

z¡ = f¡ + higher order terms.

If / is any holomorphic function on M, then / extends to a holomorphic

function on C+k, which we also denote by /. If / vanishes at 0, then

/ = 2?*,* a¡z¡ + higher order terms. On M, f = 2"_, a,z, + higher order

terms. Hence ir0,0(M) is n dimensional with a basis represented by the local

coordinates zx, . . . ,zn.

Likewise, irl'°(M) is n dimensional with a basis represented by

dzx, ...,dzn.   □

The above result shows that the connectivity assumption, H°'° = C, is

necessary for the existence of a cohomotopy Fröhlicher spectral sequence,

irP'i =!><ttP+i, For example, any noncompact Riemann surface is Stein [10].

Even so simple a space as the punctured complex plane is a counterexample

to the existence of the spectral sequence.

To show just how bad the situation is when M is Stein, we observe that:

For any finite simplicial complex K, there is a Stein manifold M with the

homotopy type of K. First, notice that, if K has dimension m, K can be

embedded in '&2m+1. Let N2m+1 be an open tubular neighborhood of K.

Then N is a real analytic manifold with the same homotopy type as K. A

theorem of Grauert [9] says that N can be embedded in a Stein manifold M

so that M is a tubular neighborhood of N. (M is the complexification of N.)

M has the same homotopy type as N, hence as K.

_ When M is Stein, H**(M) = H*°(M) is the cofibrant DBA model, with

3=0. Hence, a Stein manifold is always Dolbeault formal but not always de

Rham formal.

We close this section with the amusing observation that the de Rham

homotopy type [6] of a Stein manifold is a formal consequence of the ring

H°'° and the map 3: H0fl^>Hl-°.

5. The Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence and the long exact homotopy

sequence. We shall construct the analogue of the usual Eilenberg-Moore

spectral sequence for Dolbeault cohomology. Borel [1] has constructed a

Serre spectral sequence for the Dolbeault cohomology of an analytic fibre

bundle with compact fibre, subject to the condition that the bundle be

orientable in the sense given below. We will rely heavily on this spectral

sequence in the proofs of Theorems 3 and 4.

Definition. A complex analytic fibre bundle (E, B, F, ir) is said to be

orientable if

(1) the action of the structure group of the bundle is locally constant on

H**(F), and
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(2) the action of irx(B) is trivial on H**(F).

We recall [1] that any analytic fibre bundle with itx(B) = 0 and F compact

Kahler is orientable.

Theorem 3. Let (E, B, F, it) be an orientable analytic fibre bundle whose

fibre is compact connected. Let Bx-* B be an analytic map and consider the

induced analytic fibre bundle (Ex, Bx, F, irx). There exists a spectral sequence of

commutative algebras satisfying:

(1) the E2 term is Tofg¿i(B)(H**(Bx), H*-*(E)),

(2) the differential ds is of type (s, 0, 1 — s),

(3) the Eœ term is the associated graded object to some decreasing filtration

on H**(EX) so that Hp'q(Ex) has quotients Er*'q-r,

(4) the natural map from H**(BX) ® H.,.(B)H**(E) to H*'*(EX) is given at

the E2 term by the edge homomorphism to Tor0*'*.

Notice that the above spectral sequence is a second octant spectral sequence.

Fixing p may give total degree lines which are unbounded.

Proof. Given DBA's 3X, 3?, 3? with maps 3^ -h> 3X and 3^ -> 3?, let

B(3X, &2, 3j) denote the two-sided bar construction defined, for example, in

[14]. Since tí,, 3^, &¡ are commutative, B(3X, 3^, 3$) has the structure of a

DBA except for the fact that it may have nonzero elements in negative

degrees. We will still call it a DBA. There is a natural map of DBA's from

B(3X, &2, 3j) to 3X ®^ &,, [13, §12 of Chapter X].

Denote Sf* by &, &%'* by %, and &%'* by $,. There are maps % -» S

and % -» $,. Form B(%x, %, &) and consider the composition

B(<S>X, ®,S)-»®, g^S-» &*••*. Our task is to prove this composition a

weak equivalence. Once we have done this, we have that Tor^(iB,, S)-»

H*-*(EX) is an isomorphism of algebras. The spectral sequence of our

theorem is the bigraded version of the algebraic Eilenberg-Moore spectral

sequence (Theorem 1.2 in [19]) constructed from the filtration of the bar

construction by homological degree. Details of this may be found in [19].

Consider the Borel filtration [1] on £ and S|**. The Ex terms of the

resulting spectral sequence are % ® H**(F) and ®, ® H**(F), respectively

[1, Lemma 5.2]. The dx differential on 1 ® H**(F) is zero in both cases.

Recall that, as algebras, B(%x, %, &) = B(<$>x, <£, Q ® S. Filter

B(<$>x, %, &) by using the tensor product filtration where we filter & by the

Borel filtration [1] and we filter 2?(<a,, ®, Q by total degree. Note that this is

a differential filtration, and that the DBA map B(%x, <$>, S)-> S£* is

filtration preserving.

This filtration is the dual of that considered in [12]. The analogue of [12,

(1.6.6)] is that
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£,(*($„ ®, S))« B(<&X,%,EX(S))

= £(($„$, ®)®#*-*(F))

s B(%X,%,<&)®H*'*(F)

because of the structure of dx. EX(B(%X, <&,&)) maps to <S, ®CH*-*(F)

using the natural map B(%x, ®, ®)-»«,. ®, ®c H**(F) m Ex(&%'*) and

the map above is the map induced by B(%x, %, & ) -* &%•* on the Ex terms.

Since B(<$>x, <$, <3b ) -> <$, is a weak equivalence,

E2(B(%, ®, S))-> #•••(«,) ® JÏ*»(F) ^ F2 (££;*)

is an isomorphism. By the standard comparison theorem [5] the map

B(%x, %, £ ) -» S J'* is a weak equivalence.   □

We remark that the spectral sequence in Theorem 3 has more structure

than heretofore indicated. There is another differential, 3 of type (1,0), in the

Dolbeault complex. 3 induces another internal differential in all the above

two-sided bar constructions. Hence, 3 induces a filtration preserving

derivation of type (1, 0) on H**(EX) and a derivation of type (0, 1, 0) on

Toth.,.(B)(H**(Bx), H**(E)). In fact, 3 induces a derivation 3 of type

(0, 1, 0) on each Es term of the spectral sequence and dsd = — 34-

It is clear from Borel [1] that 3 induces a derivation throughout the Serre

spectral sequence for (E, B, F, it).

Both the Serre and the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequences have anti-

holomorphic versions.

Corollary 1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3, we have a spectral

sequence of commutative algebras abutting to H°'r+q(Ex) whose E2 term is

lof$>..w(H°'*(Bx), H°'*(E)). There is also a spectral sequence converging to

H°'p+q(E) whose E2 term is H0p(B) ® H°-q(F).

Proof. The existence of the second spectral sequence is clearly in Borel [1].

The existence of the first is clear if we show that

Tof¿%..(B)(H°*(Bx), H°*(E))^Tof£q.w(H*'*(Bx), H*-*(E))

is an isomorphism. But H°* is a natural algebra retract of H**, hence it

follows.   □

In fact S°* is a differential algebra retract of &*•*. Another proof of the

antiholomorphic Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence can be given by follo-

wing the proof of Theorem 3 and using the antiholomorphic Serre spectral

sequence.

We next take up the Dolbeault analogue of the classical long exact

homotopy sequence for a fibration.

Theorem 4. Let (E, B, F, it) be an orientable analytic fibre bundle whose

fibre is compact connected and whose base has no nonconstant holomorphic
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functions. Then, for any p > 0, there is a long exact sequence

• • • irp'q-1 (F) -> irM (B) -» irp'q (E) -» 7rp'q (F) -» • • • .

Proof. Denote S|-* by £, ££•* by <$>, and ££* by f. Using §3 (and

Quillen's CM5, [17]), choose cofibrant models $, for <3S and £, for £ so that

there is a commutative diagram

a,   ->   a

£,    —»    £
with £, -> £ a fibration and <$,-»£, a cofibration. Since the fibration is

orientable, we can assume £, = %, = C. This is a simple consequence of

Borel's Serre spectral sequence. Then <3r1 = C ®s6 £, is cofibrant since

pushouts of cofibrations are cofibrations.

Consider the natural map % -» $\ We wish to prove that this is a weak

equivalence, hence that % is a cofibrant model for <?. If "35, were connected

and zero in total degree one, then %x -» £, -» "5, would automatically be an

orientable "algebraic fibration." The result would then follow from the

Moore comparison theorem [5]. But, in general, this is not so, and we have to

use the proof of Theorem 3.

By the proof of Theorem 3, there is a commutative diagram

£, —> £

T Î
£(«„$„ £,)    -»    B(%,%,&)

in which the vertical maps and the top map are weak equivalences. Hence, so

is the bottom map. Since B(<3!>1, $,, £,)—» £, is a surjective weak equiva-

lence and £, is cofibrant, we can find a splitting (by Quillen's axiom CM4,

[17]) so that

£,     -»    2»(S„ ®„ S,)

T T
®,    = ®,

commutes.

Remark. Even though B(%x, *$>x, £,) is an algebra with nonzero negative

degrees, this argument is valid since £, = C.

There is an induced commutative diagram

f, -» f

T T
<&(C, $„£,)     -»    fi(C, $,£)

and a splitting % -h> ®(C, $,, £,). In this diagram, the vertical maps are

weak equivalences by the proof of Theorem 3. That the bottom map is a weak
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equivalence is a standard argument using the algebraic Eilenberg-Moore

spectral sequence [19, Theorem 1.2], and using Theorem 7.6 of [7]. To apply

7.6 involves checking that certain completeness hypotheses are satisfied. We

leave this to the reader.

But the above diagram, together with the splitting, shows that % -» f is a

weak equivalence.

Now, <•©,, £,, and % are cofibrant models and we have a short exact

sequence

0^Q(%)^Q(&l)^Q(^x)^0

by [3, 6.15]. The resulting long exact cohomology sequence is the sequence we

desire.

We have shown that the long exact cohomotopy sequence exists. We now

wish to show that the connecting homomorphism is well-defined and natural.

To see this, suppose that CDTL —*• ??L —>• *éP is a sequence of cofibrant DBA's

with a short exact sequence of indécomposables, and suppose that there is a

homotopy commutative diagram

git    _*     <%     _*     <g>

* v 4t

£*>*    -*    £*•*    -*    £*•*.

Since 9H, %, and $ are cofibrant, we can find maps

911    -*    91    -*    -dP

4f 4r ▼

®,    ->    £,    -*    %

making a homotopy commutative diagram. (See [3, 6.4].) Hence

0    ->     ß(9H)     -*    Q(<%)     ->     ß(9)      -»    0

0    -    Q(%)     ^    ß(£,)     -.    ß(f.)     -»    0

commutes up to chain homotopy. That the connecting homomorphism is

well-defined and natural is now standard.   □

Remark. If the base B in Theorem 4 has no nonconstant holomorphic

functions, then it follows from Borel's Serre spectral sequence that E has no

nonconstant holomorphic functions. Hence, the Fröhlicher spectral sequences

of F, E, B are all defined. Under these conditions, the connecting

homomorphism Trp'q~l(F) -» irp-q(B) induces a morphism of type (0, 1) from

the Fröhlicher spectral sequence of F to that of B. The induced map on the

Ex terms is the associated graded of the usual map irp+q~x(F)^> Trp+q(B),

which does preserve the Fröhlicher filtration. This can be proved by repeating

the proof of Theorem 4 using BBA models. One obtains a short exact

sequence of indécomposables with the structure of a 3 and a 3 differential.
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Replace the indécomposables of the model for the base by the standard

mapping cone construction on the map from the indécomposables of the total

space model to those of the fibre model. One obtains the connecting

homomorphism on the chain level as a morphism of filtered objects. A

morphism of spectral sequences is induced.

As examples of the above theory, we compute our invariants for the

Calabi-Eckmann manifolds. Let Mu denote any of the complex manifolds

diffeomorphic to S2u+l X S2v+i constructed by Calabi and Eckmann [4].

Muv is the total space of an analytic fibre bundle with fibre a torus and base

P" X Pv. By the remark after our definition of orientable, this bundle is

orientable. Muv is also the total space of an analytic fibre bundle with fibre

M0v and base Pv, where the complex structure on M0c depends on the one

on Muv. By Borel, [1 (9.3)], this bundle is also orientable.

Consider the bundle T2 -> M0v -* Pv for v > 0. Lemma 9.4 of Borel [1]

says that H l'°(M0v) = 0, so by the holomorphic Hurewicz theorem (Corollary

2 in §6) 7Tl'°(M0v) = 0. The coboundary map in the long exact sequence is

now forced from our calculations of ir*'*(T2) and ir*'*(Pv) in §2. We have

that 7710(F2) goes isomorphically to ir1-l(Pv) and the reader can easily work

out tt*'*(M0v) from this.

Feeding our answer back into the long exact sequence for M0v -+ Muv -»

P", we can calculate ir*'*(Muv). Af00 is just the torus, so assume u + v > 0.

Then -np'q (Muv) is given by

(F.?)

ITP.I

(0,1) 0.1) (u + 1, u) (v + 1, v) any other

0

if u • v > 0. If either u or v is 0, the terms (1,1) and (0, 1) drop out.

A cofibrant model is easily constructed. Choose generators xox, xxx, xu+Xu,

and xv+Xv and form S(xox, xxx, xu+Xu, xv+Xv), dxox =&x,, = 0. If u < v,

dxu+ ,„ = xxx ' as one can see from the analytic map Mu „ —> Pu if u > 0, and

the relation is also needed if u = 0. (If v < u, take dxv+Xv = xf+l.) dxv+Xv

= 0 (3x„+,,u = 0). Hence, for u • v > 0 we have built a minimal model, but if

u ■ v = 0, we have only built a cofibrant one.

From the model, one can read off Borel's calculation of the Dolbeault

cohomology rings [1].

Define dx0, = xx,, dxu+Xu = dxv+x c = 0. This defines an extra differential

in our model for £^* compatible with the 3 there. The Fröhlicher spectral

sequence for either cohomotopy or cohomology collapses at the E2 term

unless u- v = 0, whereupon the Ex term is Ex.

It is easily seen that the Muv are all Dolbeault formal. But only M0v are

3-degenerate.
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6. Whitehead coalgebras and the Hurewicz theorems. If A is a graded or a

bigraded vector space, define r: A ® A -> A ® A by t(cz ® ¿>) = (- l)|a| |A|

where | | denotes degree or total degree, respectively. Define a: A ® A ® A

-» A ® A ® A by a(a ® b ® c) = (- l)w |ft|+|a| w¿» ® c ® a.

Recall that homotopy groups have a bilinear pairing, the Whitehead

product. The dual notion is that of a Whitehead coalgebra.

Definition. A Whitehead coalgebra is a (bi)graded vector space A and a

linear cobracket operation % : A —> A ® A of degree + 1 (type (0, 1)) which

satisfies

(1) (1-7)^=0,
(2) (the Jacobi identity). If u: A <8> A-* A <8> A is defined by u(a ® b) =

(- l)|olc7 ® b, then (1 + a + a2)(l ® <¥)w<¥ = 0.

(The reader can define a Whitehead algebra by reversing the above

arrows.)

Following Sullivan [6], we give the cohomotopy of a homologically

connected DGA, 3, with H°3 = C, the structure of a Whitehead coalgebra.

Choose a cofibrant model % fox 3. Recall that ir*(3) s H*(Q(%)) and,

since 3 is homologically connected, we can assume that % is free commuta-

tive. We now give two definitions of the Whitehead cobracket %.

We can filter % by the powers of its augmentation ideal. F,1*-1 of the

resulting spectral sequence is H*(Q(%)). E2'*"2 is the subset of

®p Hp(Q(%)) ® H*-"(Q(%)) which is invariant under t. <¥ is just the dx

differential. From this definition, it is clear that % is natural. That % is

actually a Whitehead cobracket will be checked from our second definition.

We remark that the same procedure defines ^ for the cohomotopy of a

homologically connected DBA, H°-° = C.

For certain results a chain level definition of "W is desirable. Unfortunately

this definition is not natural since we begin by choosing a map S(Q(%)) -*

%, where S(Q(*$>)) denotes the free commutative algebra on Q(%). This

map is an isomorphism by [3, 7.11]; hence, any element in "35 is expressible as

a unique sum of an element from C, plus an element from QC§>), plus an

element from ß($)- Q(%), etc. Notice that QC&)- g0$) is contained in

ßOS)® g(<&) as the kernel of 1 - t. Define <¥: Q(%) -+ Q(<$>) ® Q(<&),

on an element a, by da = dQa + ^(a) + junk, where dQa is in Q(^>),

"junk" is in triple and higher products, and % (a) is in Q (<$> ) ■ Q (<$ ).

The differential Q (9> ) -^ Q (<$ ) is just a -^ dQa and it is easy to check that

(dQ ® 1 + 1 ® dQ)sliS(a) = -<¥(¿ecz). Hence, <¥ induces <¥: #*(ß(<3J))-H>

#*(Ô0& )) ® #*(ö(®))- We leave to the reader the following points. First,

that our two definitions agree. Second, that either definition makes

H*(Q(%)) into a Whitehead coalgebra. Hint: The latter is most easily

checked by applying the second definition to a %   with decomposable
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differential (see [3,7.7]). The Jacobi identity follows by symmetrizing the

relation d2 = 0.

In §3, we mentioned that the Fröhlicher spectral sequence was a spectral

sequence of Whitehead coalgebras. This is a trivial consequence of the fact

that our second definition of the Whitehead cobracket preserves the

Fröhlicher filtration on a BBA model. The spectral sequence in Proposition 1

of §3 is a spectral sequence of Whitehead coalgebras for essentially the same

reason.

Our next project is to prove four Hurewicz theorems. There is an "Hure-

wicz map" for any DBA, and we begin with

Lemma I. Let 3 be any DBA such that H°-°(3) = C. Then H10 -* itx'° and

H0,1 -» it0'1 are isomorphisms onto the kernel of the Whitehead cobracket.

Lemma 2. Let 3 be a DBA and suppose that H"-q(3) = 0 for p + q < t,

where t > 0. Then H^(3) -> irr-s(3) is an isomorphism for 0<r + s<2t-

1, and Qr^(H*'*(3))^iTr-s(3) is a monomorphism for r + s < 3t - 2.

Further, we have a long exact sequence

. . . -+Hr's(3)^irr-S(3)^[®H''V(3)® Hr-''s~v+l (3)]*2

-> Hr-s+i (£)-».••-+ 7Tr'3'-r-2 (3).

We explain our maps and our notation in the course of the proof.

Proofs. We begin to construct a cofibrant model for 3. Lemma 1 is

immediately obvious. By hypothesis in Lemma 2, the first generators are

introduced in some dimension which has total degree at least t. In fact, it is

easy to see that one need only introduce cycle generators in all dimensions

through 2t - 1. This proves the first part of Lemma 2.

In the long exact sequence, the map from Hrs to irr,s is just the Hurewicz

map. [ ]Zl denotes the subgroup of the tensor product fixed under the

canonical involution on a graded tensor product. The map from [ ]z* to

/f'î+1 is just multiplication in the cohomology ring. The map from mr,s to

[ ]z* is given by the Whitehead cobracket followed by the inverse of the

Hurewicz maps (which are isomorphisms by the first paragraph). The proof

that the sequence is long exact is a standard consequence of the collapse of

the defining spectral sequence for Whitehead cobrackets through the range

(r, 3i - r - 2).    Q

We note that Lemmas 1 and 2 have obvious restatements in terms of

■np-q(M) and Hp'q(M) or 7tp(M) and HP(M). We now apply Lemma 2 to

prove a more subtle Hurewicz theorem.

Theorem 5. Given M, a connected complex manifold with no nonconstant

holomorphic functions, suppose H0,P(M) = 0 for 0 < p < t where t > 0. Then

H°'r(M) -» 7T°'r(M) is an isomorphism for r < 2t — 1 and
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-> H0r(M) -+ iT0'r(M) ^[®H°'°(M) ® H°'r~s+l (M)]Zï

^H°'r+X(M)^->Tt0*-2(M)

is exact.

Proof. Consider 3j= 0 fi0^ for all p > 0. 3 is clearly a differential

subalgebra of (&*}*, 3). Moreover the projection &*f -» 3 is a map of

differential algebras. Hence, ir°'*(3) is isomorphic to ir°'*(M) and H°'*(3) is

isomorphic to H°*(M). Theorem 4 follows from Lemma 2 applied to 3.   □

We call Theorem 5 the antiholomorphic Hurewicz theorem. A weaker

holomorphic Hurewicz theorem is also valid. To wit, we have a map of

DBA's, H*° -» £ **, and hence a map of the "formal holomorphic fan,"

tT*-*(H*fl(M)), into tt*<*(M). We call -n*'*(H*fi(M)) a formal fan since

building a cofibrant model for H*°(M), unlike the problem for H°'*(M),

always requires the introduction of cohomotopy with negative q, unless

H*°(M) is an exterior algebra on odd dimensional generators. Define an

integer \p(t) as follows. Let c(j) be the smallest integer such that Hc(j)'i(M) =£

0. Let t < c(0) and define i//(r) to be the minimum of c(l) + /, c(2) +

2t,...,c(J)+jt,- ■ ■ .

Theorem 6. If H°-°(M) = C and HP-°(M) = Ofor 0 < p < t, then the map
m»-q (H*fi(M)) -* 7Tp-q(M) is:

(a) an isomorphism for p < qt + i¡/(t)for all q < 0,

(b) a monomorphism for p < (1 — q)t + \p(t)for all q < 0.

Remarks. For /> < t + 4>(t), the Hurewicz image of HP-°(M) -* irp-°(M) is

the same as the Hurewicz image in the formal fan. By Theorem 12, this is just

QHp0(M). Two other consequences of Theorem 6 are:

If H*°(M) = 0, then irp'q(M) = 0 for q < 0.

If HX'°(M) = 0, then total degree lines are bounded in the cohomotopy

Fröhlicher spectral sequence and it converges.

Proof of Theorem 6. Build a minimal model % *•* for &*j* and a minimal

model 3*-* for H*-°(M). We have amapß^S.

Notice first that 3p-q = %p-q = 0 for p < (1 - q)t. This is clear if q > 1

since we never get any generators with negative /»'s. If p + q < t, then we

need only add generators with q > 1. If p + q = t then we must add some

generators of type (r, 0) but none with q < 0. The first time we need

generators with q = — 1 is in total degree 2/ — 1. In general, the first time we

need generators with q = — k is in total degree (1 + k)t — k. Hence/? > (1

— q)t before we get anything on the c/-line if q < 0.

Next we claim 3p'q -» %p-q is an isomorphism if p < -qt + \¡/(t). Well, the

map is an isomorphism until there is a decomposable in ty)p'q which involves a

<§>r's with s > 1. Suppose our decomposable comes from it*"'' ® • • • ® mx'-i'.
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If ij > 0, then x¡ > \p(t) - tij by the definition of <|>(0> and if /} < 0, Xj > (1

— ij)t by the last paragraph.

Hence

p - 2 %> a^(t) + (r - a%-,t 2 ij = o^(t) + (r-a)-(q+ l)t,

where a is the number of positive ifs.

Since a > 1 by assumptions and r > 2 for the same reason, and since \p(t)

is obviously at least t

p > *(/) + (a- l)t(t) + (r- a)t - (q + 1)/

> >//(/) + (a - l)i + (2 - a)/ ~(q+ l)t

or

/» > -qt + xp(t),

which proves our claim.

This is also part (a) of our theorem. To see (b) consider the spectral

sequence introduced in the first part of §6. For simplicity of notation, we

shall use the grading convention that E' has total degree p + q. Recall

E}jq is the r-fold symmetric product of it*'*.

Since E\J>q(3)^>E\J¡q(^>) is an isomorphism for p < — qt + \p(t),

estimates like those we used to show 3p,q = 0 forp < (I — q)t can be used to

show E^q(3) -» EXj,q(%) is an isomorphism for/» < (r - 1 - q)t + \(/(t).

Suppose that somehow we have proved that E}fi q(3) -» E}fi q(% ) is a

monomorphism for p < (r — q)t + \p(t) for all q > q0. (If q0 = 0 this is easy

since E^q(3) = 0 if 9 > 0.)

If we can use the above to show that E^iß,)-* E^fâ) is a

monomorphism for p < (r — q0)t + \p(t) thus we have part (b) using

induction and setting r = 1.

Moreover, it is enough to use our inductive hypothesis to show F,1^<qo(3) ->

F\,p,qif$>) is monic for/» < (1 — q0)t + \p(t) for then we can use our estima-

tes and our inductive hypothesis to show Erl    (&) -* E^i/Q)) is monic for

P<(r~ q0)t + »KO-

Now recall ds: E;m-*e;+,m+v We have E,\Xj><qo(3) -> E}+ ,Mo(«)

monic for /»<(/•- q0)t + $(t) and E^fß) ->• E^qf%) iso. (hence epic)

for/» <(r- I- q0)t + »//(i).

Assume by induction that Ers+SJ>qo+x(3)^> Ers+SJ,q<¡+x(%) is monic for

P<(r~ q0)t + HO and that Er*Mo(3) -* E^J®) is epic for/» < (r - 1 -

q0)t + xp(t).

It is now straightforward to show that, if p < (r — 1 — q0)t + \p(t) then

¿/¿U.-M («) - EXwo+t (®) is «onic
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and

E£l(3)^S;;i(®)isepic.

Hence

^ír+i^fc+i (ÉB) -» K'ts+i,^+l (®) is monic for/» < (r - ío)r + *(')•

Since 6B and % are connected, the spectral sequences converge to Hp,q. We

have that

Er%qo(3) -» ££,„($) is epic for/» < (r - 1 - 9o)/ + *(f).

Hence if/» < (1 — c/0)r + tp(i) and q0 < 0, we have

0

1
-* K2 -+    0

I
=     Hp'q" (M)

I
-    *.-*,(®)

1
0

with exact columns.

That the map between the kernels Kx -» K2 is epic is merely a refor-

mulation of the fact that

E£qo(3) -* £-,9o(S) is epic for r > 2

since/» < (1 - q0)t + t//(0 < (r - 1 - c70)í + \¡r(t) if r > 2.

Hence F,~>9o(éE) s F," (3&) which is our claim about the Hurewicz

homomorphism.

Now no differentials come into F,"?o so EXj> ?o is filtered by F,1^ d F,2^ qo

D • • D F,™ . Suppose there is a nontrivial kernel in £,'(<£) ->

E¡pqo(<$)) and suppose by induction that it has persisted to F*. c/J lands in

£/ï.,L0+i and £/+,^+I(Ä)-» £/+1^+,(®) is monic for/» < (1 - </„)/ +

\(/(t). Hence any element in the kernel of EXj)qo(3) -> E^qo(% ) persists to

F°°. Hence E\Mj&) -» F^J®) is monic for/»°< (1 - ?njr° + ^(/).   Q

Corollary 2. G/uen M, a connected complex manifold with no nonconstant

holomorphic functions, suppose HP'°(M) = 0 for 0 < p < t. Then 7rpfi(M) = 0

for 0 < p < t and Hr'°(M) —» irr'°(M) is an isomorphism onto the kernel of the

Whitehead cobracket for r <2t.

Proof. The first statement is a direct consequence of Theorem 6. To prove

the second statement, use Theorem 6 and note that, if r < 2t, ®r*' contains

0

i
*i

I
H"'"" (M)

I
^(*)

1
0
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only indécomposables and second order decomposables, where ®*'* is a

minimal model for &*¡*.   □

Remark. It is possible to prove Corollary 2 independently of Theorem 6.

The proof is not difficult.

To state our next theorem, the "sweep Hurewicz theorem," we define

functions 8(r) and c(M). Given r > 0 define 8(r) to be the smallest integer

p + q with q/p > r and with Hpq(M) =£ 0. In other words S(r) is the

smallest total degree of the nonzero elements in the sector between the line of

slope r and the .y-axis. Define c(M) to be /» + q — 1 where p + q is the

smallest positive integer such that Hp'q(M) ^ 0. c(M) is the "Dolbeault

connectivity" of M.

Theorem 7. Given M as in Theorem 6 and given r > 0, then Hpq(M) —>

mp'q (M) is an isomorphism for p + q < 8(r) + c(M) and q/p > r.

Proof. Replace ££* by a minimal model (see Bousfield-Gugenheim [3,

Definition 7.2]). By Proposition 7.3 of [3] the differential in 911 is decompos-

able.

Consider the subalgebra 91 generated by all the generators of 9H with

total degree less than 8 (r) + c(M) and all those generators of 'D'IL with total

degree equal to 8(r) + c(M) and bidegree (/», 9) with q/p > r. Notice that

91 is a differential subalgebra of 911. From our construction of 91 it is clear

that rrp'q(%) -» w*«(9Il) and Hp'q(<X) -» ff*»(9R,) are isomorphisms for the

pairs (/», q) we are considering. Hence it suffices to prove the result for 91.

Consider the subalgebra 3 of 91 generated by all generators of 91 having

bidegree (/», q) with q/p > r. Notice that 3 is a differential subalgebra; in

fact, 3 is a DBA retract of 91. Hence it suffices to prove our theorem for 3.

But clearly 8(r) > c(M) + 1 and Lemma 2 implies the theorem for 3.   □

7. The cohomotopy of Kahler manifolds. An important class of examples of

strictly formal manifolds are the compact Kahler manifolds. Deligne, Grif-

fiths, Morgan, and Sullivan [6] have proved that any compact, connected

Kahler manifold is de Rham formal. We improve this to

Theorem 8. Any compact, connected Kahler manifold is strictly formal. In

fact, we prove this for any manifold satisfying the dd-lemma.

We say that a manifold M satisfies the 33-lemma, if given any x E &*}*

with dx = dx = 0 and with either x = 3v or x = 3v for some y, then there

exists a z such that x = 33z.

For the proof of Theorem 8, notice that any compact Kahler manifold

satisfies the 33-lemma. This is mentioned in [6] but the reader can use

Lemmas 5.11 and 5.15 of [6] to proveit.

Now given any M satisfying the 33-lemma, define %*j* to be the sub DBA
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of &*}* given by the kernel of 3. The inclusion (%*}*, 9) C (&*}*, 9) is a weak

equivalence. This is proved exactly like the proof by the ¿^-diagram method

on p. 270 of [6].

Choose a cofibrant model 911 for (%*}*, 9). A 9 differential can be defined

in 9H as the zero map, and then the map 9H -> %%}* —> &*f becomes a map

of BBA's. M is clearly 9-degenerate. There is an obvious map (%*}*, 9)-»

(H£*(M), 9) where H$*(M) denotes cohomology of &*}* with respect to the

9 differential. 9 on H** is the zero map and the map (%*i*, 3)-»

(H*'*(M), 0) is a weak equivalence as the reader can check using p. 270 of [6]

as a guide. Since H**(M) m H$'*(M) as algebras (we have constructed an

isomorphism via (H*'*(M), 0) <- (%*}*, 9) -> (££*, 9~)) it is clear that M is

strictly formal.

To state Theorem 9 we first define two functors from DBA's to DGA's.

D*(3) = 0, -nr'*-r(3) and %*(3) = 0r Hr-*~r(3). D*(M) = /)*(££*)

and %*(M) = %*(&*}*). D*(M) is a graded Whitehead coalgebra.

Theorem 9. y4 ^-degenerate manifold has a natural "Hodge" decomposition.

To wit, in the category of d-degenerate manifolds, there exist a natural

isomorphism of cohomotopy theories D* and it* and a natural isomorphism of

cohomology theories %* and H*.

Remarks. The above equivalences are compatible with the Hurewicz maps.

The equivalence of D* and tt* is as Whitehead coalgebras. Given an analytic

fibre space which satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 3, whose total space

satisfies the 99-lemma, and whose base is 9-degenerate it is not hard to prove,

using the techniques used in the proof of Theorem 3, that the fibre is

9-degenerate. These techniques also show that the long exact cohomotopy

sequence for D* is equivalent to the one for tt*.

Proof of Theorem 9. Since &*j* is 9-degenerate, there exists a cofibrant

model_ 911 with a zero 9 differential, and a weak equivalence of BBA's

(9H, 9")-►(££*, 3).
Since this is a map of BBA's, we get a map (9H, d) -* (&*}*, d), which the

cohomology Fröhlicher spectral sequence shows to be a weak equivalence.

The complex (911, d) is the complex (9H, 9) and so we get isomorphisms of

%*(M) with H*(M) and D*(M) with tr*(M). To show that these

isomorphisms are independent of the choice of 91L and are natural requires a

bigraded version of results like 6.4 of Bousfield and Gugenheim [3]. Details

are omitted.    □

We now prove a nice result on the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence.

Theorem 10. Let
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F,      -+     E

i i

Bx     ->     B

be a fibre square satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 3. Suppose E, B, and Bx

are compact Kahler. Then &£* has the weak homotopy type of B(H**(BX),

H**(B), H**(E)) and is hence a "formal consequence" of the cohomology

rings of Bx, B, and E, and of the maps among them. In particular

M'* (F, ) s 0 Torp^p(H*-*(Bx), (H**(E)),
p

where p runs over all the nonpositive integers. The isomorphism is a natural

algebra isomorphism.

Remarks. There is a similar result for de Rham cohomology if F, B, and

¿?, are compact Kahler.

With the hypotheses as in Theorem 10, there is the obvious result for the

antiholomorphic homotopy type of F,. The last remark after Theorem 9

generalizes as follows. Suppose Bx and F satisfy the 99-lemma and that B is

3-degenerate. Then F, is 3-degenerate.

Proof of Theorem 10. In the proof of Theorem 8, we remarked that there

were weak equivalences (//8*'*(M), 0) <- (%*j*, 3) -» (&%}*, 3). From this and

Theorem 3 and its proof, Theorem 10 follows.   □

Formality has other consequences. If a subalgebra of the cohomology of a

Dolbeault formal space is an algebra retract, then the functorial cofibrant

model for the subalgebra is a retract of the one for the space. This gives

theorems such as

Theorem 11. For a Dolbeault formal manifold, the antiholomorphic

cohomotopy is a formal consequence of the antiholomorphic cohomology. The

holomorphic cohomology determines a formal fan of cohomotopy.

Proof. Clearly H°*(M) is a retract of H**(M). The first part of the

theorem follows from the observation just before the statement of Theorem

11.

Equally clearly, H*'°(M) is a retract of H**(M), so the cohomotopy of the

DBA H*°(M) is a retract of tt*'*(M). Recall that formal fan was defined

(before Theorem 6) to be the cohomotopy of H*°(M).   □

In fact, both the antiholomorphic cohomotopy and the holomorphic fan

are retracts of ■*•• as Whitehead coalgebras. Also notice that if H*'° or H°*

has no products, the resulting cohomotopy is the injective Whitehead coal-

gebra on H*'° or H°*. This is either 0, C, C © C, or a countably infinite

dimensional vector space. This may be seen by observing that the calculation

is the same as for a wedge of spheres.

The chief import of Theorem 11 is that we can work out Whitehead
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coalgebra summands of the Whitehead coalgebra solely from knowledge of

the holomorphic or antiholomorphic cohomology. These Whitehead

coalgebras are summands of the de Rham Whitehead coalgebra, and so the

theorem can be proved from the results in [6] tensored with C.

Hurewicz theorems for formal spaces are very strong as a consequence of

the algebraic

Theorem 12. Let 3 be a DBA with 3~= 0. Then Q*-*3 ^ tt*-*3 is a

monomorphism. A similar result holds for DGA's.

Proof. Choose a map S(Q3) -» 3 and a cofibrant model 91L -» 3 which

is surjective. S(Q3) is cofibrant, so we get a map S(Q3) -> 91L. This splits

the natural map Q 91L -> Q 3, so the theorem follows.   □

One consequence of Theorem 12 and Sullivan's theory [15] is that the map

from TTt(X) ® Q to the primitives in H^X; Q) is a surjection for any formal

space X with ttx(X) nilpotent.

For Kahler manifolds, one obtains the following corollary.

Corollary 3. If M is compact, connected Kahler, then the kernel of the

Hurewicz map in bidegree (/», 9) is isomorphic to the kernel of the Hurewicz

map in bidegree (q,p).

Proof. Hp>q s Hq* for a compact Kahler manifold [21, p. 189]. Hence

QHpq » QHpq since the isomorphism is a ring map.

The corollary implies that rank of the integral Hurewicz homomorphism is

even in the odd dimensions of a compact Kahler manifold. Of course, the

corollary can be proved directly from the theory in [6] with more work.

As an example of the use of the corollary, consider M = U(n)/ T, the

unitary group modulo a maximal torus. We shall show that H*(M; Q) is

generated by the 2 dimensional classes. The rational homotopy of M is easily

worked out. There is an n dimensional vector space in dimension 2 and a

copy of Q in each odd dimension above one up to dimension 2n — 1. By the

corollary T2r_x(M) ® Q —> H2r_x(M; Q) is the zero map since M is Kahler

[2, Proposition 14.6]. QH* -» it* is monic by Theorem 10, so QH* is all in

dimension 2 as claimed. In fact, QH**(M) = QHll(M) since, if not,

Theorem 11 implies that there is some odd dimensional cohomotopy on the

antiholomorphic line and in the formal fan. This can be seen to force

dim 7T2r+x(M) > 2 for some r in this case.

We conclude this section with some calculations for a complete intersection

Vn in P"+r. V„ is algebraic, hence Kahler, hence strictly formal. The

Dolbeault cohomology of Vn has been completely determined by Hirzebruch

[11] as a consequence of the Riemann-Roch theorem. Except for powers of

the Kahler form (which, of course, is of type (1, 1)) a complete intersection

has no cohomology up to real dimension n. These give the simplest examples
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known to us of manifolds whose irp'q has negative q. To wit, a nonsingular

hypersurface in P"+1 of degree a has h0'" = h"'° = (an+\), which is bigger than

1 if a is at least n + 3. Hence the holomorphic fan in this case has elements in

irp,q with q arbitrarily small.

Since these manifolds are compact, we can dualize tt* to get homotopy

information. In particular, a complete intersection has two disjoint, free,

integral Whitehead algebras in its ordinary homotopy, each of which has h0'"

generators. These are often infinitely generated as an abelian group.

We can actually do better. Consider the subalgebra of H*'*(M) generated

by all the forms of bidegree (/>, C7) for p > q. This is seen to be a subalgebra

retract for complete intersections. All products are 0, so this generates a

Whitehead coalgebra, which dualizes down to give a free Whitehead algebra

in ordinary homotopy. There is a disjoint, free Whitehead algebra of the same

size coming from the subalgebra generated by the forms of bidegree (p, q) for

p < q.
We close this paper with a deeper analysis of the complex homotopy

groups of a compact n dimensional Kahler manifold M. Write DC =

@Hr(M) = ®Hp'q(M) and write tt^(M) ® C for the dual vector space to

tt*(M). If M is nilpotent, this agrees with the classical meaning for ttJ(M) ®

C. If 3 is any DGA, we shall write tt^(3) for the dual vector space to tt*(3).

Since M is de Rham formal, tt^(M) ® C is isomorphic to tt^(%) as

Whitehead algebras.

For all m < n, we define the m dimensional Hodge level of M to be

lm = sup{|c7 - p\: hp-q t¿ 0,/» + q = m). We define

rm = log[(m + lm)/(m-lm)}

with the understanding that rm = — 00 if /m = —00.

Let u = max{rm: m < n) and let S be the subalgebra of DC generated by

Hp'q where /» + q = n and |log q/_p\ > u. It follows from Poincaré duality

and the fact that Hp-q = H"'" that § is an ideal in DC.

For any ideal 5 in a connected finite type graded algebra 3, we define the

ideal spectral sequence as follows. Filter 3 by the powers of i, that is,

F° = 3, F1 = Í, F2 = i2, . . . . Proposition 1 in §3 gives a spectral sequence

of Whitehead coalgebras with F, term given by 7r**(F0f2) and abutment

tt*(3). If 3) = 0, this spectral sequence converges. The ideal spectral

sequence is the vector space dual to this spectral sequence. It is a spectral

sequence of Whitehead algebras with F1 term given by tt^ +(E03) and

abutment tt^(3). There is an edge homomorphism ttJ(3 /is ) -* F0'„ =

tt0^(E03).

Theorem J3. With the above notation, El = Eœ in the ideal spectral

sequence for S in DC.
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Proof. The theorem is trivial if S = 0. So assume S ¥= 0.

Let ^D be the subalgebra of DC generated by Hpq where p + q < n and

|log q/p\ > u.\\ is clear from the Lefschetz decomposition [21] of DC that

F°DC = S © ^/(co"), where co is the Kahler form. Hence, tt„,*(F°DC) s

""♦(S) V w*(6Ö/(«")), where V denotes the free product of Whitehead

algebras. This is a consequence of the fact that S © ^/{co") is the algebra

analogue of the one point union of topological spaces.

Let X be a connected sum of k copies of S" X S", where A: = 2<7//)>u A/''9.

By Proposition 4.4 of [16], X is de Rham formal. Since H*(X; Q is

isomorphic to S, w^S ) is isomorphic to ttJ(X) ® C.

Lemma 3. There is a filtration on ^„(S) such that E°tt^(q>) is isomorphic to

tt^( Y) ® C where Y is the one point union of S" X S" and a bouquet of 2k — 2

copies of S".

To prove Lemma 3, let S, = H*(Sn X S"; C) and embed S, as an ideal in

§ so that S/S, is isomorphic to the cohomology ring of a bouquet of

spheres. In the ideal spectral sequence for S, in S, Ex = Ex since F1 =

trjc) /§,) V "■*(§)); "■*(§/§]) consists of infinite cycles by the edge

homomorphism and ^„(S,) = tt^S" X S") ® C is generated by infinite

cycles by Theorem 12. This proves the lemma.

In the ideal spectral sequence for § in DC, ̂ (^/(co"» consists of infinite

cycles by the edge homomorphism and 7r„(S ) is generated by infinite cycles

by Lemma 3 and Theorem 12. Hence, El = E°°.   □

As a corollary of the proof of Theorem 13, we get the following.

Corollary 4. If M is a simply connected compact Kahler manifold with

r„ > u, then tt^(M) ® C is isomorphic as a graded vector space to both of the

following:

(1) the free product of tt^ /<co">) and tt+(X) ® C where X is a connected

sum ofZXogq/p>u hp'q copies of S" X S".

(2) the free product of 7r„(6D/<co'?», tt+(S" X S") ® C, and the complex

homotopy groups of a bouquet of 2|,og9//,|>u hp'q — 2 copies of S".

Because fy = the diagonal cohomology ®HP,P(M) whenever M is a

complete intersection, we get the following almost complete computation of

the complex homotopy of complete instructions.

Theorem 14. If M is a complete intersection of complex dimension n > 2,

then M is simply connected and, if ln > l, M has the same complex homotopy

groups as the one point union of S" X S", CP"~\ and m copies of S" where m

is (XP+q.„ hp'q) -2ifn is odd, (Zp+q=„ h"'q) - 3 if m is even.

In Theorem 14, we have reproduced the main computation in [15] without

using the complicated machinery of differential graded Lie algebras.
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The case of Hodge level /„ < 1 is not covered by Theorem 14. But

Rapaport [18] has given a table of complete intersections with /„ < 2. Those

with /„ < 1 are Vn(2), Vn(2, 2), and V2(3) where V„(ax, . .., ar) denotes an n

dimensional complete intersection defined by r equations of degrees

ax, . . . , ar. These remaining cases can be handled one by one. See [15] for

details.

For a nonsingular hypersurface Vn(d), the integer m in Theorem 14 is

easily computed. If n is even, 2p+q=„ hp'q is d~ \(d - l)n+2 - 1} + 2; if n is

odd, it is d~l{(d - l)"+2 + 1} - 1. See [23].
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